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Requirements for hadron polarimetry at the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) include measurements of
absolute 3He (h) beam polarization with systematic uncertainties better than σ

syst
P /P � 1%. Due to the successful

use, since 2005, of the polarized hydrogen jet target polarimeter (HJET) to measure proton beam polarization at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), the HJET technique promises to be suitable for the 3He polarimetry
at EIC. For that, however, one needs to know the ratio of the h↑ p and p↑h analyzing powers. For elastic scattering,
this ratio can be evaluated with sufficient accuracy if p↑ p analyzing power is precisely known. In this paper, the
deuteron beam data acquired at HJET in RHIC Run 16 was used to evaluate corrections to the measured helion
beam polarization due to the 3He breakup. The breakup effect was found to be negligible if the ratio of the beam
and target (jet) single spin asymmetries are concurrently measured to determine the 3He beam polarization.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.106.065203

I. INTRODUCTION

High energy (∼100 GeV/nucleon) polarized (�70%) helion
(h), i.e., 3He (Ah =3, Zh =2), beams are planned for the future
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1]. The EIC physics program
requirement for the beam polarization measurement accuracy
is [2]

σ
syst
P /P � 1%. (1)

The development of the helion beam polarimetry for EIC
is greatly influenced by successful operation of the Atomic
Polarized Hydrogen Gas Jet Target (HJET) [3] at the Rel-
ativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). For elastic scattering
of the vertically polarized RHIC proton beam off the HJET
proton target (the jet), both the beam abeam =ANPbeam and
target ajet = ANPjet spin-correlated asymmetries were concur-
rently measured by counting the recoil protons in the left/right
symmetric silicon strip detectors [4]. Since the jet polarization
is well determined, e.g., Pjet =0.957 ± 0.001 in RHIC Run
17, the beam polarization can be readily derived from the
measured asymmetries:

Pbeam = Pjet × abeam/ajet. (2)

Systematic error in the measurements was evaluated [4] as
σ

syst
P /P � 0.5%.
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For the elastic scattering, analyzing power AN(s, t ) is, gen-
erally, a function of the center-of-mass energy squared s=
2mpEbeam and the momentum transfer squared t =−2mpTR,
where mp is a proton mass, Ebeam is the beam energy, and
TR is the recoil proton kinetic energy. For the Coulomb-
nuclear interference (CNI) elastic proton-proton scattering,
the commonly used parametrization of AN(t ) was introduced
in Ref. [5]. Some small corrections to AN(t ) which were
neglected in Ref. [5] but which appeared to be noticeable in
the HJET data analysis were discussed in Ref. [6]. In RHIC
Runs 15 (Ebeam =100 GeV) and 17 (255 GeV), the elastic pp
analyzing power

App
N (t ) = ajet(TR)/Pjet (3)

was determined [7] with accuracy |δApp
N (t )|≈0.002 in the

0.0013<−t <0.018 GeV2 momentum transfer range. Also,
the hadronic spin-flip amplitude parameter [5],

r5 = R5 + iI5, |r5| ≈ 0.02, (4)

was reliably isolated for both beam energies. The measured
elastic p↑ p values of r5 can be used to evaluate, with sufficient
accuracy, the single spin-flip amplitudes in elastic p↑h and
h↑ p scattering [8].

Although HJET was designed to measure proton beam
polarization, beginning in 2015 it also routinely operated in
the RHIC (unpolarized) ion beams 2H+ (d ), 16O8+, 27Al12+,
96Zr40+, 96Ru44+, 197Au79+. The main purpose was a study
of systematic errors (at HJET) and measurements of the p↑A
analyzing power. It was found that for ion beams the recoil
proton spectrometer performance is nearly the same as that
for a proton beam.

To apply the HJET technique to the 3He
↑

beam polarime-
try, one should know the ratio of the h↑ p and p↑h analyzing
powers. In leading order approximation [9] for the analyzing
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the HJET recoil spectrometer. Each of
the 8 detectors consists of 12 vertically oriented Si strips.

power, Eq. (2) should be rewritten as [10]

Ph
beam = Pjet ah

beam/ap
jet

μp − 1

μh/Zh − mp/mh
[1 + corr], (5)

where μh =−2.128 and μp =2.793 are magnetic moments of
a helion and a proton, respectively. For the elastic scattering,
a few percent correction due to hadronic spin-flip amplitudes
can be calculated [8,11] if the proton-proton value of rpp

5 (for
the same beam energy per nucleon) is predetermined. The
main goal of this paper is to evaluate possible systematic
uncertainties due to elastic data contamination by inelastic
(breakup) events h→ pd .

The breakup rate is expected to be very small compared to
the elastic one in the CNI region [12]. In the experiment [13],
the angular distributions of ≈20 GeV protons scattered by
eight nuclei (from 6Li to 238U) were measured in the scatter-
ing angle range equivalent to 0.0016<−t <0.16 GeV2. The
events in which pion production took place were rejected by
the event selection cuts. The breakup and elastic contributions
to the measured dσ/d� were separated in the Glauber theory
based analysis [14]. It was found that for all studied ions, the
breakup/elastic rate ratio is �0.1 in the momentum transfer
range 0.002<−t <0.02 GeV2 used in HJET. However, the
breakup rate dependence on the ion missing mass was not
given there.

Here, to evaluate the breakup fraction for recoil protons
detected in the helion scattering in HJET, I analyzed the
deuteron beam data acquired in RHIC Run 16 [15]. The
obtained result was extrapolated to a helion beam scatter-
ing. At HJET (TR <10 MeV), the helion beam elastic data
contamination by the 3He breakup events was estimated to
be small, �0.5%×TR/MeV, and the consequent systematic
corrections well cancel in expression (5) for the measured
beam polarization.

II. INELASTIC SCATTERING IN HJET

A. The recoil proton kinematics

Measurement at the HJET [4] is depicted in Fig. 1. Both
RHIC beams, so-called blue and yellow, cross the hydrogen
jet target, and the recoil protons are counted in silicon strip
detectors. Four detectors are designated to measure recoil
protons from the blue beam and the other four from the yellow
one.

Since only the jet recoil protons p j are detected at HJET,
an inclusive scattering is actually studied:

A + p j → X + p j, � = (M2
X − m2

A)/2mA. (6)

In Eq. (6), A denotes a scattered beam ion, in particular a
proton, and missing mass MX is parametrized by a mass
excess �.

To isolate the elastic scattering (�=0), the following de-
pendence of the recoil proton z coordinate (along the beam) in
a detector on TR and � can be used:

z − zjet

L
=

√
TR

2mp
×

[
1 + mp

Ebeam

(
mp

mA
+ �

TR

)]
, (7)

where L=77 cm is the distance from the scattering point
to the detector and Ebeam is the beam energy per nucleon.
Possible values of the scattering point coordinate zjet are pre-
determined by the jet profile density: 〈zjet〉= 0 and 〈z2

jet〉1/2 =
σjet ≈0.26 cm. In HJET measurements, the z coordinate in a Si
detector is discriminated by the strip number k = 0, . . . , 11:

zk = 0.9 + k × 0.375 cm. (8)

For such defined zk , the coordinate of a strip k center is z(k)
strip =

(zk + zk+1)/2.
For a fixed value of the recoil proton energy TR, the elastic

event rate has a maximum in strip kT defined by a condition

z(kT )
strip ≈ L

√
TR/2mp ≈ 1.8 cm ×

√
TR/MeV. (9)

In the strip number units, the rms of the elastic peak is
about σk ≈0.7. Since, according to Eq. (7), inelastic events
can be detected only in the strips k >kT , one can evaluate
[4] the inelastic fraction by comparing background in strips
k >kT +νσk and k <kT − νσk where a cutoff factor ν should
be about 3–4 to eliminate the elastic data.

The inelastic recoil protons cannot be detected in HJET if

�/Ebeam > z2
12/2L2 ≈ 2.5 × 10−3. (10)

Here, I neglect the term m2
p/mAEbeam in Eq. (7) and do not

consider smearing due to the jet thickness σjet and due to the
alignment of the detectors. For small values of �, the inelastic
events cannot be separated from the elastic ones if

�/Ebeam <
νσjet

L

√
2TR

mp
≈ 0.9 × 10−3. (11)

The numerical estimate was given assuming TR =4 MeV and
ν =3 standard deviation cutoff to isolate the elastic events.

For an incident ion A, the following inelastic processes can,
generally, be considered:

(1) Meson production: A → π + X. The method used to
eliminate such events from the elastic data in the pro-
ton beam polarization measurements at HJET [4] is
also applicable for the 3He beam at EIC. Therefore,
such an inelastic scattering is not analyzed in this pa-
per.

(2) Beam ion breakup: A → A1 + A2 + · · · . For the 3He
beam, two such processes are possible: h→ pd (�thr =
5.5 MeV) and h→ ppn (�thr =7.7 MeV). Due to
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phase space suppression factors at low �, I will con-
sider only two-body breakup h→ pd .

(3) Beam ion excitation: A → A∗. There are no proven
excited states for 3He [16].

(4) Inner Bremsstrahlung (IB): A → A + γ . The IB
fraction can be readily evaluated in the soft pho-
ton approximation [17] giving a negligible value,
dσIB/dσel =|αZ2t/πm2

A| ln �max/�min, for the HJET
measurements. Here Z and A are atomic and mass
numbers of the beam ion. The considered range of the
scattered mass excess is defined by �min and �max.

B. The proton beam inelastic scattering

For inelastic pp scattering, ��mπ =135 MeV. Therefore
[see Eq. (10)], the inelastic recoil protons can hit the HJET
detectors only if the proton beam energy is Ebeam >55 GeV.

Nonetheless, in RHIC polarized proton Run 15 (Ebeam =
100 GeV) the elastic data contamination by meson production
events was found [4] to be negligible (although the inelastic
events can be clearly observed in Si strips numbered k =11).

For the 255 GeV beam (Run 17), the meson production
fraction in the detected events was about 5–10%, which re-
quired an adjustment of the background subtraction method
and the elastic event selection cuts [4].

C. The Au beam measurements at HJET

In gold beam measurements at HJET, the beam energy was
mostly within a range of 3.85–31.3 GeV/nucleon. Therefore,
only Au excitation (�<3.6 MeV [18]) and Au breakup (the
proton and neutron extraction energies are 5.78 and 8.07 MeV,
respectively) inelastic events could be potentially found in the
acquired data. Since no evidence of such events was experi-
mentally found in the excess mass range of 4���80 MeV,
the following constraint on the quasielastic (breakup) fraction
in the elastic data can be guesstimated:

σ
pAu

qel /σ
pAu

el < few × 10−3. (12)

Recently, in Run 21, RHIC was filled, for special stud-
ies, with a single (blue) Au beam. For two beam energies,
3.85 and 26.5 GeV/nucleon, HJET measurements were done
with the holding field magnet switched off. Although the
statistics accumulated were relatively low, the reduced back-
ground uncertainties in these measurements allowed more
definite evaluation of the breakup fraction more. For the re-
coil proton energy range 1.3<

√
TR <2.1 MeV1/2 (0.003<

−t <0.009 GeV2), the following preliminary estimates of
〈σ pAu

qel /σ
pAu

el 〉, averaged over TR and �, were done [19]:

3.85 GeV: 0.20 ± 0.12 % [3.6<�<8.5 MeV], (13)

26.5 GeV: −0.08 ± 0.06 % [20<�<60 MeV]. (14)

D. A model for the beam ion breakup

The observed suppression of the breakup events can be
readily explained by an assumption that such a process is
dominated by incoherent scattering of the jet proton (in the
ion system) off a nucleon in the ion. If px is an internal motion

momentum of the nucleon (in the direction to the detector)
then Eq. (7) leads to

� =
(

1 − mp

mA

)
TR + px

√
2TR

mp
. (15)

Assuming, for an estimate, |px|<250 MeV/c and TR <

10 MeV, one finds �<50 MeV. Thus, in the considered case,
the breakup fraction should be strongly suppressed by a phase
space factor. In other words, the HJET recoil spectrometer
design efficiently prevents the detecting of recoil protons from
the beam ion breakup scattering.

To search for breakup events in HJET data, the following
simplified model was used to parametrize d2N/dTRd� event
rate.

If a nucleon momentum distribution is given by
f (px, σ ) d px, one can expect the following event rate depen-
dence on �:

dN/d� ∝ f̃ (t,�) = f (� − �0, σ�) × 
(�), (16)

where the distribution width parameter σ is explained in the
Appendix, �0 = (1−mp/mA)TR, σ 2

� =2σ 2TR/mp, and 
(�) is
the phase space integral.

Generally, elastic scattering cross section can be described
as

dσel ∝ |φel|2 × d
2(pb + p j ; ph, pR), (17)

where pb, p j , pR, and ph are four-momentum of the beam 3He,
target (jet) proton, recoil proton, and scattered 3He, respec-
tively. Assuming possible breakup of the helion, in the phase
space factor,

d
2(P; ph, pR) = δ4(P−ph−pR)
d3 ph

(2π )32Eh

d3 pR

(2π )32ER
,

(18)
it is convenient to replace the 3He term by

d3 ph

(2π )32Eh
= δ

(
p2

h − q2
) d4 ph

(2π )3
× dq2δ

(
q2 − m2

h

)
. (19)

Considering elastic and breakup scattering only and dis-
criminating the final state by the recoil proton energy and
angle (i.e., by Lorentz invariants t and �), one can effectively
substitute the elastic amplitude by a sum,

φel(t ) → φel(t ) +
∑

i

∫
φi(t,�) d�

= φel(t ) ×
[

1 +
∫

ψ (t,�) d�

]
, (20)

where i enumerates the breakup channels, ψ (t,�)=
φi(t,�)/φel(t ), and there is no mutual interference between
amplitudes discriminated by values of � and/or i. For sake
of simplicity, only one breakup channel was considered and,
thus, index i was omitted in Eq. (20).

So, for the 3He breakup,

p + h → p + (p + d )h∗ , � > �h
thr = 5.5 MeV, (21)
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one can substitute in Eq. (19)

dq2δ
(
q2 − m2

h

) → d� f̃ (t,�)|ψ (t,�)|2d
2(q; pd , pp).
(22)

In this paper, to fit experimental data, ψ (t,�) was replaced
by an average value |ψ |=〈|ψ (t,�)|2〉1/2 and approximate f̃
[Eq. (16)] by a momentum distribution function defined in the
Appendix with width σ being a free parameter in the fit.

Integrating over �, one can relate the quasielastic
(breakup) cross section to the elastic one:

dσqel

dσel
= ω(t ) = |ψ |2 ω
(t ); (23)

ω
(t ) =
√

2mpmd

4πmh
×

∫ ∞

�h
thr

d� f̃ (t,�)

√
� − �h

thr

mh
. (24)

Function ω(t ) is supposed to be derived from the experi-
mental data analysis, while ω
(t ) can be calculated for any
f̃ (t,�) used. To study spin-flip effects, it is helpful to intro-
duce a function

ω̃(t ) = |ψ | ω
(t ) =
√

ω(t )ω
(t ). (25)

For low t , one can expect ω(t )∝ t . However, considering
actual energy threshold in detecting recoil protons and possi-
ble effective alteration of ω(t ) due to event selection cuts, the
breakup rates were approximated by linear functions:

ω(TR) = ω0 + ω1TR, (26)

ω̃(TR) = ω̃0 + ω̃1TR. (27)

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE DEUTERON
BEAM BREAKUP RATE AT HJET

In RHIC Run 16, a beam energy scan of deuteron-gold
collision was done. The deuteron (blue beam) energies used
were 9.9, 19.6, 31.3, and 100.7 GeV/nucleon. Due to HJET
operation in this non-polarized beam Run, the deuteron beam
breakup fraction in the forward elastic scattering was experi-
mentally evaluated.

As explained in Sec. II, to separate the elastic and in-
elastic events in the experimental data, one can compare the
measured values of recoil proton z-coordinate and kinetic
energy TR. However, to isolate the inelastic events, a “reg-
ular” background for elastic events must be subtracted first.
The background subtraction method, used in the HJET data
analysis, is described in detail in Ref. [4]. It is based on an
expectation that the background has the same rate (for given
recoil proton energy TR) in all strips of a Si detector. Thus,
following Eq. (7), the inelastic event rate can be found by the
difference in the measured background rates in the Si strips
with large and small numbers. However, some corrections due
to the recoil proton tracking in the holding field magnet and
due to detectors being shadowed by the RF shield [4] should
be taken into account.

Since HJET had operated in parasitic mode in Run 16,
the vertical beam positions in HJET were not optimized for
the recoil proton detection. As result, the recoil protons were
efficiently detected only in lower blue and upper yellow de-
tectors. In addition, to suppress the magnetic field tracking
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FIG. 2. Recoil proton distribution in a blue Si detector for the
9.9 GeV/nucleon deuteron beam. The elastic event statistics (green
boxes) is up to 75k/bin, but the displayed statistics (box size) is cut
off at 5k/bin. Red boxes in Si strips 10–11 (background + breakup)
and blue boxes in strip 2 (background) were used to evaluate the
breakup rate.

effects [4], only left (relative to the beam direction) detectors
and only recoil protons with energy above T 1/2

R >1.6 MeV1/2

were used in the data analysis. For the 9.9 GeV/nucleon
deuteron beam, the event rate distribution in the lower left
blue detector is shown in Fig. 2. The bins in which elastic
events are dominant are colored green. The data in strips #10
and #11, marked red, were used to evaluate the breakup event
rate. The background was evaluated using dark blue bins in
strip #2.

For the selected breakup events bins, a � range, suitable
for the breakup fraction evaluation, depends on the beam
energy: 12–21 MeV (9.9 GeV/nucleon), 25–44 MeV (19.6
GeV/nucleon), and 41–72 MeV (31.3 GeV/nucleon). The
100 GeV/nucleon data were not used in the fit because they
contain substantial (for the breakup rate study) contribution
from meson production inelastic events.

The breakup rates in all 18 bins used (see Fig. 3) were ap-
proximated following Eqs. (23) and (24) with �d

thr =2.2 MeV.
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FIG. 3. The breakup rates (arbitrary units) in the selected data
bins for deuteron and Au beams. The solid line stands for a unity
maximum (at �=3.1 MeV) normalized dN/d� dependence which
was calculated for TR =3.5 MeV assuming fBW based distribution,
σ =35 MeV, �thr =2.2 MeV, and ψ (TR, �)=const.
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FIG. 4. The deuteron breakup rate fit χ 2 dependence on the nu-
cleon momentum distribution function width σ .

A function f̃ (−2mpTR,�) [see Eq. (16)] was expressed via
fH, fG, or fBW, defined in the Appendix. The fit χ2 depen-
dence on the nucleon momentum distribution width parameter
σ is shown in Fig. 4.

Technically, the breakup fraction fit compares the isolated
breakup event rate with the result of a two-step simulation.
First, the elastic event is generated, i.e., the values of recoil
proton energy TR (uniformly distributed) and z coordinate in
the Si detector (smeared in accordance with σjet) are assigned.
Second, the mass excess � is calculated in accordance with
the f̃ (TR,�) distribution (16) and the z coordinate is corrected
following Eq. (7). The simulation normalization,

norm = nel(Ebeam) × nd ( f̃ ) (28)

includes two factors, (i) the data sample (identified by the
deuteron beam energy) dependent nel, which is proportional
to the elastic event statistics; and (ii) the nucleon momentum
distribution function dependent nd ∝ f̃ (TR,�)d
2(TR,�),
which is the same for all data samples.

The fit results are summarized in Table I. Four functions
f̃ (TR,�) were probed. The first one is fH with fixed value of
σ =30 MeV/c [20]. In the other three, fH, fG, and fBW with
σ being a free parameter in the fit, were used.

Factor nd determined in the fit can be used to evaluate the
breakup fraction fd =〈σ pd

qel/σ
pd

el 〉 for the 10–30 GeV/nucleon

deuteron beam and, then, to extrapolate it to the value of fh =
〈σ ph

qel/σ
ph

el 〉 in the 3He beam measurements. Admitting that the
result significantly depends on the model used, I calculated
the average values, using weights inversely proportional to the
values of χ2.

Not-so-good ratios of χ2/NDF may be related to (i) recoil
proton shadowing in HJET, (ii) non-Gaussian tail in the jet
density profile, (iii) the breakup rate dependence on the beam
energy, and (iv) possible dependence of ψ (TR,�) on TR and
�. Potentially, (i) and (ii) can result in a significant bias in
the evaluation of nd . To check such a possibility, the same
calculations were carried out using the accompanying Au
beam events in the upper left yellow detector. A normaliza-
tion factor nAu found is consistent with zero within statistical
uncertainty of the measurements. This is an anticipated result
due to much stronger phase space suppression for Au. Thus,
one finds the experimental points drawn in Fig. 3 in qualitative
agreement with the model used. Since systematic uncertain-
ties, mentioned above, are mostly the same for deuteron and
gold beams, one can conclude that the breakup events were
unambiguously isolated in the deuteron data.

It was found (see Fig. 5) that the detected breakup fraction
linearly depends on TR (if TR <7 MeV). For TR >7 MeV, the
linearity is broken due to finite size of the detector. Extrapo-
lation of the low TR parametrization for the 3He beam is given
in Table II.

Interpreting the results obtained, one should note that (i)
the data analysis was based on an oversimplified and unjus-
tified model; (ii) only a statistically small part of the full
dNqel/d� distribution was available for the analysis; (iii)
the breakup fraction evaluated in the deuteron beam mea-
surements was extrapolated to the helion beam. Therefore, a
verification of the estimate is critically important.

Breakup fractions fd and fh in Table I were calculated
using typical HJET event selection cuts. For comparison with
other estimates of breakup rates, the value of ω(TR =3.5 MeV)
was evaluated disregarding event selection cuts for d , 3He, and
6Li. Results were 5.0±1.5 %, 2.7±0.4 %, and 7.0 ± 1.7 %,
respectively, The specified errors correspond to variation of
ω depending on the choice of function f̃ (TR,�). Only phase
space factor (24) corrections were used to extrapolate the
deuteron value to 3He and 6Li. For 6Li the following two-body

TABLE I. Fit of the breakup component in the 10–31 GeV/nucleon deuteron beam experimental data depending on the nucleon momentum
distribution model. Statistical errors scaled by a factor (χ2/NDF)1/2 are shown. The simulation normalization factor nd is defined in Eq. (28).
The subsequent estimates of the elastic data contamination by breakup events for deuteron, fd , and 3He, fh, beams are given for the specified
recoil proton energy ranges. nAu is the normalization factor obtained if the concurrently acquired gold beam data in a yellow beam detector
were used in the analysis.

Deuteron beam

fd (%) fh (%) Gold beam
f (px, σ ) σ (MeV/c) χ 2 nd (2.8–4.2 MeV) (1–10 MeV) nAu

fH 30 403.1 0.923 ± 0.198 11.1 ± 2.4 4.0 ± 0.9 0.135 ± 0.189
fH 122 143.6 0.180 ± 0.019 3.3 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.2 −0.010 ± 0.029
fG 240 231.9 0.132 ± 0.019 2.6 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.2 −0.007 ± 0.022
fBW 35 96.6 0.400 ± 0.033 5.7 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.2 −0.022 ± 0.065

1/χ 2 weighted average 5.0 ± 1.4 2.4 ± 0.4 0.000 ± 0.027
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FIG. 5. Expected 3He breakup fraction dependence on TR derived
from the deuteron beam data analysis. For the calculations, function
fBW with σ =35 MeV was used. Nonsmooth dependence of the
calculated points on TR reflects the discrete changes in the event
selection efficiency due to the actual 3.75 mm Si strip width. In the
calculations, 100 GeV/nucleon 3He beam energy was assumed.

breakups were considered:

6Li →

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

5Li +n − 6.1 MeV,

5He +p − 4.8 MeV,

4He +d − 1.6 MeV,

3H +h − 17 MeV.

(29)

Comparing the obtained result for 3Li, 7.0 ± 1.7% with a
value of 6.4% evaluated from Fig. 1 of Ref. [14], one finds
excellent agreement within the specified uncertainty of about
25%.

So, regardless of important experimental and theoretical
uncertainties in the evaluation of the 3He breakup rate, there
is no indication that the breakup fraction found may be sig-
nificantly (e.g., by a factor of 10) underestimated. As will be
shown below, even an order-of-magnitude underestimate of
the breakup fraction does not discard the conclusion that the
breakup effect is negligible for the helion beam polarization
measurement based on Eq. (5).

IV. THE BREAKUP CORRECTIONS TO THE MEASURED
3He BEAM POLARIZATION

A. Single spin h↑ p analyzing power

Polarization effects in the forward scattering of a polarized
spin-1/2 beam particle off a generally nonidentical, unpolar-
ized target is dominantly described by two helicity amplitudes
[5]: nonflip φ+(s, t ) and spin-flip φ5(s, t ). In the CNI region,
both hadronic and electromagnetic components are essential,
φ=φhad+φemeiδC , where QED calculated φem is considered
to be real and δC ≈0.02 is a Coulomb phase [21–23]. In the
considered approach,

AN(s, t ) = −2 Im (φ∗
5φ+)/|φ+|2. (30)

Following Ref. [8] and omitting some corrections which
are inessential in the context of this paper, but may be needed
for a precision measurement [6], the h↑ p analyzing power can
be parametrized [8] as

AN(TR) = Anf
N (TR) × [κh−0.54 I5−0.54 R5TR/Tc], (31)

Anf
N (TR) =

√
2TR

mp

1

Fcs(TR)
, (32)

Fcs(TR) = Tc/TR+β0+1+β1TR/Tc +β2(TR/Tc)2, (33)

where κhAnf
N is the analyzing power calculated assuming r5 =

0, Fcs(−t/2mp)∝dσ hP/dt ×t/tc is defined by the hp differen-
tial cross section parametrization [8], and

κh = μh/Zh − mp/mh = −1.398, (34)

Tc = −4παZh/mpσ
hp
tot ≈ 0.74 MeV, (35)

β0 = −2 (ρhp + δ
hp
C ) ≈ 0.1, (36)

β1 = β2 ≈ 0, (37)

σ
hp
tot is the total hp cross section, ρhp is the forward real

to imaginary ratio, and r5 =R5+iI5 is the hadronic spin-flip
amplitude parameter [5] measured in pp scattering [7]. The
numerical estimates are given for Ebeam =100 GeV/nucleon.
In Eq. (31), parameters κh, I5, and R5 can be attributed to
Eq. (30) terms φem

5 Imφhad
+ , φem

+ Imφhad
5 , and Reφhad

5 Imφhad
+ ,

respectively.
For the unpolarized hydrogen target, the helium beam po-

larization (as a function of the recoil proton energy TR) can be

TABLE II. An evaluation of the 3He breakup fraction functions (26) and (27) based on the deuteron beam data fit within the recoil proton
energy range of 1<TR <7 MeV. Tc is defined in Eq. (35). The specified errors indicate only the uncertainties due to choice of the function
f̃ (TR, �) used in the fit.

f (px, σ ) σ (MeV/c) χ 2 ω0 (%) ω1Tc (%) ω̃0 (%) ω̃1Tc (%)

fH 30 403.1 −0.92 0.76 −0.10 0.08
fH 122 143.6 0.74 0.20 0.21 0.05
fG 240 231.9 0.74 0.15 0.24 0.05
fBW 35 96.6 0.37 0.38 0.10 0.07

1/χ 2 weighted average 0.41 ± 0.28 0.33 ± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.06 0.06 ± 0.01
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measured if the analyzing power is known,

Pmeas(TR) = abeam/AN(TR)

= Pbeam × (1 + δξ0 + δξ1TR/Tc), (38)

where δξ0,1 are systematic errors due to possible uncertainties
in AN(TR) [8]. Since δξ1 can be determined directly in a linear
fit of Eq. (38), AN related contribution to the measured beam
polarization systematic error is defined by δξ0 only

δPbeam/Pbeam = δξ0. (39)

B. The 3He breakup corrections to |φ+|2

According to estimates done in Ref. [8], possible uncer-
tainties in parametrization of Fcs(TR) will effectively result in

δξ0 = 0.49 δβ0 + 0.58 δβ1 − 0.82 δβ2. (40)

As evaluated above the effective helion breakup correction
to the hp elastic cross section (23) leads to

δ
qel
|φ+|2 P/P = 0.58 ω0 − 0.82 ω1Tc ≈ −0.03 ± 0.18 %, (41)

where the specified error was derived from uncertainties in
values of ω0,1 in Table II. As written, the result obtained
is consistent with the EIC requirement (1). However, (i) the
model-dependent uncertainties in Eq. (41) are not reliably
determined; (ii) the TR range used in the deuteron beam data
analysis did not allow evaluation of the breakup correction
to β0, e.g., in pure electromagnetic scattering; and (iii) the
considered uncertainties in values of β1 and β2 may affect the
accuracy of an experimental determination of β0 in the dσ/dt
data fit [8].

Thus, for the 3He beam polarization measurement based on
Eq. (38), one cannot exclude large systematic error

δ
qel
|φ+|2 P/P � 1% (42)

due to the breakup corrections to the hp cross section.

C. The breakup correction to the spin-flip φem
5 Im φhad

+
interference term

The effective (i.e., including inelastic component) analyz-
ing power Aeff

N (t ) can be derived from Eqs. (31) and (33) by
adding the effective breakup amplitudes.

Interference of the spin-flip electromagnetic and non-flip
hadronic amplitudes, which gives dominant contribution to
the analyzing power, will be modified as

κh → κh × [1 + ω̃nf(t )], (43)

where, similarly to Eqs. (23) and (24),

ω̃nf(t ) =
√

2mpmd

4πmh

∫ ∞

�h
thr

d� Im[(1 + δκ )(i + ρhp)ψ]

× f̃ (t,�)

√
� − �h

thr

mh
. (44)

Here, ψ (t,�) is defined in Eq. (20) and κhδκ (t,�) is a
correction to the electromagnetic spin-flip amplitude due to
the 3He breakup. Using Eq. (34), one can evaluate

δκ ≈ �/2mh = O(10−3). (45)

Neglecting second-order corrections and assuming that
ψ (t,�) may have only a week dependence on � and
Im[(i + ρ)ψ]≈|(i + ρ)ψ | (which maximize ω̃nf), one finds
that breakup correction ω̃nf to the φem

5 Im φhad
+ interference

term,

|ω̃nf(t )| � |ω̃(t )|, (46)

can be limited by function defined in Eq. (27).
Subsequent systematic error in the measured beam polar-

ization is ∣∣δqel
φem

5 φhad+
P/P

∣∣ � ω̃0 ≈ 0.13 ± 0.06 %, (47)

which may be considered as small.

D. The polarized target measurements

To evaluate the breakup-related uncertainty δqelξ0 in the he-
lion beam polarization measurement at HJET, one can, using
corrections discussed above, rewrite Eq. (5) as

Ph
beam = Pjet

abeam(TR)

ajet(TR)

κp[1 + ω̃nf(TR)] − 2I5
[
1 + ω̃

p
I (TR)

] − 2R5TR/Tc

κh[1 + ω̃nf(TR)] − 0.54I5
[
1 + ω̃h

I (TR)
] − 0.54R5TR/Tc

, (48)

where κp =1.793 is the anomalous magnetic moment of
a proton and ω̃

p,h
I are effective breakup corrections to the

hadronic spin-flip p↑h and h↑ p amplitudes, respectively. Con-
sequently,

δqelξ0 =
[

2I5

κp
(ω̃nf−ω̃

p
I ) − 0.54I5

κh
(ω̃nf−ω̃h

I )

]
TR→0

. (49)

Hypothesizing that, similarly to the elastic scattering [11],
the ratio of the spin-flip to the nonflip parts of a breakup
proton-nucleus amplitude (e.g., for h↑ p → pd p) is the same

as for elastic proton-proton amplitude, one can expect
ω̃

p,h
I (TR)= ω̃nf(TR) and, consequently, δqelξ0 =0.

Here, to test the robustness, a more conservative estimate
|ω̃nf(TR)−ω̃

p,h
I (TR)|� ω̃max

nf =0.05 was considered. The upper
limit ω̃max

nf used is about a factor of 7 larger than that displayed
in Fig. 5 for ω̃(TR). Such a value of ω̃max

nf , if attributed to a
possible error in the evaluation of the breakup rate, suggests
that the breakup fraction was underestimated by a factor of
about 50. Considering |r5|=rmax

5 ≈0.02, one finds |δqelξ0|�
rmax

5 ω̃max
nf ≈10−3. However, it was implicitly assumed that
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|ω̃nf(TR)|= ω̃max
nf in this estimate. In a more reasonable approx-

imation, |ω̃nf(TR)|= ω̃max
nf TR/T max

R , where T max
R =10 MeV, one

comes to |δqelξ0|→0 and |δqelξ1|�rmax
5 ω̃nfTc/T max

R .
A larger value of δqelξ1 follows from the breakup correc-

tions to R5,

δqelξ1
TR

Tc
≈

(
− 2

κp
+ 0.54

κh

)
〈ω(TR) − ω̃nf(TR)〉 R5

TR

Tc
, (50)

where ω(TR) is shown in Fig. 5 and ω(TR)−ω̃nf(TR) is aver-
aged over TR range considered.

Thus, only a small correction to the measured polarization
Pmeas(TR) [Eq. (38)] due to the 3He breakup was found,

|δqelξ0| � 0.1%, |δqelξ1| = O(0.1%). (51)

V. SUMMARY

Investigating a possible effect of the 3He breakup in the
helion beam polarization measurement at EIC, I came to a
counterintuitive conclusion that the effect cancels and, thus,
can be disregarded in the HJET measurements based on the
concurrent determination of the beam and target (jet) spin-
correlated asymmetries as explained in Eq. (5).

Since only low energy, TR <10 MeV, recoil protons can
be detected at HJET, the breakup events are kinematically
indistinguishable from the elastic ones for the high energy,
∼100 GeV/nucleon, helion beam. However, for the detected
events, the breakup rate is expected to be only a few percent
of the elastic one. Also the effective breakup corrections to
Ahp

N (t ) and Aph
N (t ) cancel, to about 0.1% level, in the analyzing

power ratio (5). Thus, anticipated systematic error in Ph
beam

due to the 3He breakup can be neglected compared the EIC
requirement (1).

Summarizing, to determine the helion beam absolute po-
larization using HJET, one should measure the beam ah

beam
and jet ap

jet spin-correlated asymmetries and then calculate the
beam polarization as

Ph
beam = Pjet ah

beam(TR)/ap
jet(TR)

× κp − m2
p/mhEbeam − 2I5 − 2R5TR/Tc

κh − mh/Ebeam − 0.54I5 − 0.54R5TR/Tc
. (52)

A detailed explanation of Eq. (52), including the beam energy
per nucleon, Ebeam, dependent corrections, not discussed here,
is given in Ref. [8].

The conclusion was found to be stable against possi-
ble model-dependent uncertainties in the evaluation of the
breakup rate. Nonetheless, it should be underlined that the 3He
breakup rate was approximated by a simplified extrapolation
of the partially measured deuteron beam dN/d� distribution
to the helion rate integrated over the full range in �.

The estimate of the 3He breakup rate can be significantly
improved in a designated ∼1 day (unpolarized) helion beam
measurements at HJET (before RHIC will be closed for
the EIC construction). To maximize the effect, the beam
energy should be 10.6 GeV/nucleon (the 3He injection en-
ergy to RHIC). To minimize systematic errors in this study,
only one RHIC beam should be loaded and the HJET hold-
ing field magnet should be turned off. Additional similar

measurements for the helion beam energies ≈5 and ≈
20 GeV/nucleon may allow one to determine the full dN/d�

distribution. The method suggested has already been tested
using an Au beam [19].
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APPENDIX: NUCLEON MOMENTUM
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

For an evaluation of the nucleon momentum distribution
(16) in a nuclear, one can utilize a Gaussian function

fG(px, σ ) = C × exp
(−p2

x/2σ 2
)

√
2πσ

(A1)

or a Breit-Wigner function

fBW(px, σ ) = C × π−1
√

2σ

p2
x + 2σ 2

. (A2)

For a deuteron, such a distribution can be derived using the
Hulthén wave function parametrization [24]

�(r) ∝ (e−αr − e−βr )/r. (A3)

After Fourier transformation and integration, one finds

fH(px, α, β ) = αβ(α + β )

π (β−α)2

×
[

1

α2+p2
x

+ 1

β2+p2
x

− 2

β2−α2
ln

β2+p2
x

α2+p2
x

]
.

(A4)

Following Ref. [20], one should assume

α = 45.7 MeV/c and β = 260 MeV/c, (A5)

which are consistent with results obtained in the experimental
study of the deuteron breakup in Dubna [25].

Function fH can be rewritten in a form similar to (A1) and
(A2),

fH(px, σ ) = C × fH(px, ασ/σd , βσ/σd ), (A6)

where

σd = α−2 + β−2 − 2(β2−α2)−1 ln (β2/α2)

(α−2 − β−2)2

≈ 30 MeV/c. (A7)

Functions fG(px, σ ), fH(px, σ ), and fG(px, σ ) are depicted
in Fig. 6. All functions have the same behavior around the
maximum at px =0,

f (px, σ ) ≈ f (0, σ ) × (
1 − p2

x/2σ 2
)
. (A8)
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FIG. 6. Functions fG(px, σ ), fH(px, σ ), and fBW(px, σ ) normal-
ized to unity at maximum. σ =σd =30 MeV/c.

Since the functions are unity integral normalized (if C =1) and
the distribution widths are proportional to σ they can be used
to approximate the Dirac δ function

lim
σ→0

f (px, σ ) = C δ(px ). (A9)

In Hulthén approximation (A3), parameter α is fixed by the
deuteron binding energy B=2.22 MeV [24],

α = √
Bmp = 45.7 MeV. (A10)

Therefore, fH(px, σ ) is not supposed to be used to fit nucleon
momentum distribution in deuteron. In this paper, fH is con-
sidered as a generic function that is similar to fG and fBW

around the maximum but has an intermediate width compared
to Gaussian and Breit-Wigner distributions.
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